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Radioline launches a new version including Spotify and Deezer
Paris, FRANCE – February 19th, 2015 – Radioline, a leading radio aggregator in Europe, has
just released a new version of its mobile app.
Streaming is disrupting the way people listen to music. Nearly 15 billion songs are streamed online
(double of 2013) and digital now accounts for 51 per cent of UK music consumption*.
After the success of the podcasts, on-demand music is complementing the still massive use of radio,
which remains the most of influential tool for music discovery.
As a worldwide premiere in aggregation field, Radioline opens bridges between radio, podcast and ondemand streaming: users are now able to export their favourites tracks to their playlists on Deezer or
Spotify.
Other
innovations
will
soon
complete
the
service.
Radioline also offers a premium version of the app (0,79 £ per month) featuring offline access to
podcasts & no ads**.
The new service is available on mobile (iOS et Android) in France and in the United Kingdom, and will be
launched on the web and in the rest of the world in April 2015.
* BPI Yearbook 2014
** advertising in the streams will still occur
-----

About Radioline
Radioline, a leading radio aggregator in Europe, allows radio listeners to find their favorites shows &
tracks in a catalogue of 35,000 radio and podcasts from more than 130 countries. The service is built on
a highly-scalable, socially interactive cloud-based technology platform and enables high-fidelity content
streaming, massive channel aggregation, intelligent recommendation, advanced management, and
universal access via any mobile device, online PC, connected TVs and in-car digital solutions.
For more information visit: http://www.radioline.co.
iOS 8 application: http://bit.ly/PR201502-iOS8
iOS 6 & 7 application: http://bit.ly/PR201502-iOS67
Android application:	
  http://bit.ly/PR201502-And
Other Platforms: http://bit.ly/Radioline-Share
Facebook: http://www.facebook.com/RadiolineApp
Twitter: http://www.twitter.com/Radioline_App
Youtube: http://www.youtube.com/RadiolineVideos
Instagram: http://www.instagram.com/RadiolineApp
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